Stacking atomic monolayers of semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) has emerged as an effective way to engineer their properties. In principle, the staggered band alignment of TMD heterostructures should result in the formation of inter-layer excitons with long lifetimes and robust valley polarization. However, these features have been observed simultaneously only in MoSe 2 /WSe 2 heterostructures. Here we report on the observation of long lived inter-layer exciton emission in a MoS 2 /MoSe 2 /MoS 2 trilayer van der Waals heterostructure. The inter-layer nature of the observed transition is confirmed by photoluminescence spectroscopy, as well as by analyzing the temporal, excitation power and temperature dependence of the interlayer emission peak. The observed complex photoluminescence dynamics suggests the presence of quasi-degenerate momentum-direct and momentum-indirect bandgaps. We show that circularly polarized optical pumping results in long lived valley polarization of inter-layer exciton. Intriguingly, the inter-layer exciton photoluminescence has helicity opposite to the excitation. Our results show that through a careful choice of the TMDs forming the van der Waals heterostructure it is possible to control the circular polarization of the inter-layer exciton emission.
Introduction
Semiconductor heterostructures are at the heart of modern semiconductor science and technology. In addition to their wide spread potential applications in every-day electronic and optoelectronic devices they also provide a rich playground for solid state physics. The concept of engineering material properties via building heterostructures can be also applied to the recently isolated monolayer van der Waals crystals. The vertical stacking of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), boron nitride or graphene [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] permits the fabrication of a wide variety of heterostructures, mainly because of the relaxed constraint regarding lattice matching. The weak van der Waals interaction between the layers also allows to tune their electronic properties, not only by stacking different materials, but also by controlling their relative orientation.
7,8
Theoretical calculations predict a type II band alignment for van der Waals heterostructures based on semiconducting TMDs, 9,10 which leads to an extremely efficient spatial separation of photocreated electron-hole pairs. [11] [12] [13] These carriers form inter-layer excitons, with significantly extended lifetimes compared to their intra-layer counterparts. 14, 15 Consequently, TMD heterostructures are very promising for photodetection and energy harvesting applications, 16, 17 or studies of bosonic properties of excitons, such as Bose-Einstein condensation or superfluidity. 18 In addition, inter-layer excitons can retain information about the helicity of the exciting photons, 15 i.e., the valley selection rules of the individual layers are reflected in the inter-layer emission. is strongly suppressed, consistent with the recently proposed defect healing scenario. 33 The significant enhancement of optical quality of MoSe 2 layer achieved in our trilayer stack allows us to observe relatively weak emission at 1.38 eV, significantly below the trion and exciton lines of MoSe 2 . This low energy PL is observed only in the transfer zone (see also figure   S4 ) and its presence is accompanied by a significant suppression (by more than an order of magnitude) of the PL related to intra-layer excitons in MoS 2 or MoSe 2 (see figure 1(b)).
Since this low energy PL is not observed in as grown MoS 2 or MoSe 2 mono-layers ( fig. S3 (a)), a defect-related origin is unlikely. We therefore attribute this PL to the recombination of an inter-layer exciton, with the hole localized in the MoSe 2 layer and the electron in the MoS 2 layer. Below, we provide further experimental evidence supporting the identification of the low energy PL with the recombination of the inter-layer exciton.
Figure 2(a) shows PL spectra measured at 10 K at different excitation powers. The interlayer exciton (I X ) displays a significantly different power dependence as compared to the intra-layer exciton of MoSe 2 . At low excitation power, the I X emission dominates the PL spectrum. With increasing power, the A-exciton intensity increases faster than that of I X .
In figure 2(b) we plot the integrated intensity I of the PL versus excitation power and we fit this data to a power law (I ∝ P α ). The intensity of both the exciton and the trion increases fig. S6 ), which suggests a contribution from defects states rather than the recently proposed interlayer-exciton dissociation 34 (the activation energy for this process was found to be ∼90meV).
The inter-layer nature of the I X emission is further confirmed by the photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy presented in figure 3(a) . The inter-layer emission vanishes if the excitation energy is below that of excitonic states in MoSe 2 (see also fig. S3(b) ). A clear enhancement of the I X peak is observed when the energy of the excitation is resonant with A-and B-excitons of MoSe 2 and A-exciton of MoS 2 . We do not observe any clear spectral feature at energies corresponding to the B-exciton of MoS 2 , which might be related to the opening of new relaxation paths for high energy excitons.
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The PL energy of the inter-layer exciton compared to MoSe 2 and MoS 2 intra-layer excitons provides a lower bound for the conduction and valance band offsets, which we estimate to be ∼300 meV and 550 meV, respectively. Both these values are smaller by ∼100 meV than theoretically predicted offsets, 9,10 which indicates on the reduction of inter-layer exciton binding energy as expected for spatially separated carriers.
Circularly polarized emission of the inter-layer exciton
When using circularly polarized excitation the I X emission is partially circularly polarized with the opposite helicity, as shown in figure 3(b) . This is in strong contrast with the co-polarized emission of the A-exciton in MoSe 2 . 33 In addition, under linearly polarized excitation, which simultaneously excites both valleys, I X does not exhibit any detectable degree of circular polarization, which rules out a "built in" imbalance of the valley population 41 or carrier lifetimes as the origin of the observed polarization behavior. The opposite helicity compared to the excitation points to a more complex valley and spin transfer mechanism than that previously invoked to explain the non-trivial dependence of the polarization of inter-layer excitons in gated heterostructures. It is interesting that the opposite degree of PL polarization (see figure 3(a) ) depends on the excitation wavelength and is enhanced for resonant excitation of the A and B excitons in MoSe 2 and the A exciton in MoS 2 . This shows that the degree of circular polarization of the inter-layer exciton reflects the initial degree of valley polarization of the photo created carriers. The polarization of inter-layer excitons is expected to be quite robust due to the reduced overlap of the electron-hole wave functions, which minimizes the exchange interaction. Therefore, the observed degree of circular polarization depends on the depolarization of hot intra-layer excitons before they relax to the inter-layer state. Since inter-valley scattering is very efficient for intra-layer excitons with high kinetic energy (the inter-valley scattering for 100 meV detuning for MoS 2 is in the range of few tens of fs, 47 comparable with the inter-layer charge transfer time scale 12, 13 ) the out of resonance excitation leads to a reduced polarization of hot inter-layer excitons and therefore to a reduced polarization of the inter-layers excitons.
The degree of circular polarization of the I X emission as a function of temperature is shown in figure 3 (c). Initially, it increases with increasing temperature, which is probably associated with the initial rapid decrease of the radiative lifetime seen in figure 2(d). At higher temperatures (≥ 25 K) the degree of circular polarization decreases, possibly due to the thermal activation of "co-polarized" emission channels.
In figure 3(d) we show the temporal evolution of polarization resolved PL. A stronger signal for the cross polarized component of PL is observed over more than 100 ns. The measured degree of circular polarization ( 20%) does not decrease within the available time window (175 ns) in which the signal to noise ratio allows us to reliably determine the degree of circular polarization. The extremely long lived polarization demonstrates that intervalley scattering is strongly suppressed for the inter-layer exciton, which is very promising for future valleytronic applications.
Conclusions
We have observed inter-layer exciton emission from MoS 2 /MoSe 2 /MoS 2 trilayer stacks.We shown that our fabrication approach, based on CVD grown flakes sequentially transferred over a large area, is capable of providing high quality van der Waals heterostructures with strong potential for scalability. Our systematic studies of temperature and temporal depen-dence of the inter-layer PL reveal the degeneracy of momentum-direct and indirect band gaps in the investigated heterostructure. Under circularly polarized excitation, we observe long lived, counter polarized PL of the inter-layer exciton. This effect provides a new and previously unsuspected degree of freedom for tailoring the properties of van der Waals heterostructures. The degree of circular polarization of inter-layer emission is stable over hundreds of ns, which is promising for future applications.
Methods
MoS 2 /MoSe 2 /MoS 2 stacks have been prepared by two separate transfer steps using a wet transfer KOH method. 31 The layer of MoS 2 flakes was first transferred onto the as-grown
MoSe 2 single layer film on sapphire. Next, the MoS 2 -MoSe 2 stack was transferred onto an as-grown lower-MoS 2 monolayer film on a sapphire substrate.
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The PL measurements were performed using a CW frequency doubled solid state laser emitting at 532ṅm. PLE spectroscopy was performed using a femtosecond pulse (150 fs) mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser or frequency doubled output of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), synchronously pumped by the Ti:sapphire laser. The excitation beam was focused on the sample by a 50× microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.55, giving a spot size of approximately 1µm. The emitted PL was collected through the same objective and redirected to a spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera. Time resolved measurements were performed in the single photon-counting mode. The emission from the samples was spectrally filtered by a bandpass filter and the signal was detected using a Si avalanche photodiode.
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